PROFICIENCY AWARD TIPS

Proficiency Award Tips
 Review the application form early and start planning
 Look at past national winning applications on FFA.org
 Do not include any

records/data/income/expenses/activities/etc. that
happen on January 1st or after the year applying for
degree. All information on the application ends as of
December 31 of the year prior to applying
 Example – Your student is applying to receive an award in 2020,

therefore, the application ending date would be December 31,
2019

Proficiency Award Tips
 Click on “Proficiency Resources” to see helpful

information including “Proficiency Scoring Rubrics”
to help get suggestions on what to include in each part
of the application
 Utilize other resources available including the

Proficiency Award Handbook
 Past national proficiency award finalist applications

are available online

Proficiency Award Tips
 Try to use all of the space provided. Do not leave a

lot of white space.
 Use numbers, percentages, and proper (Scientific)

term throughout the application rather than general
vague terms
 Demonstrate realistic growth in regard to students’

earning and skills rather than attempting to present
unrealistic figures

Proficiency Award Tips
 Be sure that paid and unpaid work hours do not

exceed child labor laws
 “Youth can not work more than three hours on a school day,

18 hours in a school week, eight hours in a non-school day or
40 hours during a non-school week”
 Louisiana Child Labor Laws

Proficiency Award Tips
Use Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Realistic, and Time-specific (SMART) Goals
Bad example of a goal:


Goal #1: Increase the size of my cattle herd.

Good example of a goal:


Goal #1: By 2022, I hope to increase the number of Angus cows in my heard from 27 to 40
through financial support acquired by a United States Department of Agriculture Loan for
$20,000.00




Bad example of an accomplishment

Finding 1: I accomplished my goal by increasing the size of my cattle herd.


Good example of an accomplishment



Finding 1: EXCEEDED: In 2017, I secured a USDA loan for $50,000.00. I used this money
to purchase an additional 20 Angus heifers and 1 Angus bull. As a result, I have been able to
increase profits from SAE over the past two years by more than $25,000.00



***Be sure to include the words “MET” or “EXCEED” before you begin the narrative text So
that judges do not have to search to understand whether the goal was met or exceeded.

Proficiency Award Tips
 Be sure all pages of actual application are printed on

regular 8 ½ by 11 paper (one side only) and put in an FFA
Award Folder in the correct order!

 Add supporting documents (signed recommendation letter

of only one page and one personal page) in proper order to
end of the application. Print both pages on regular 8 ½ by
11 paper.

 Do not put cover (protective plastic) on any individual page

of the completed application. This includes all supporting
documents.

 All information ends as of December 31, 2019! Do not use

any 2020 information (hours, skills, dollars, awards,
activities, etc.)

Proficiency Award Tips
 Cover page - Put the year you plan to graduate or if 1st year

out of high school put 2019

 First year of records may be less than 1 year


Example: Applying in Dairy Placement. SAE on "Smith Dairy
Farm” started fall 2016 when enrolling in Ag Ed and continued
thru 2019

 Performance Review Pages - Be specific.
 Be sure all answers relate only to the selected proficiency area

 When it asks for one item, only list and explain one. Best to

have accomplishments (goals) be measurable so that
accomplishments can be explained with specific numbers if
possible

Proficiency Award Tips
PLACEMENT PROGRAMS
 Consider listing three (3) or more specific jobs/responsibilities

that were part of each employer that the applicant worked for

 Each year add or change as jobs/responsibilities differ to show

growth/learning with the SAE

 Be sure SAE records document hours worked (paid and

unpaid)

 Only put SAE jobs, hours, and wages that are part of the

specific award area

 Do not show any taxes paid as part of expenses
 Only include an expense that is required as part of the job

Proficiency Award Tips
ENTREPRENEURSHIP PROGRAMS
 Only put SAE projects that are part of the specific

award area

 Be sure any non-cash expenses, barter, or transfers

match as to non-cash expenses versus non-cash
income

 If "review" shows in any year on income/expense

page, be sure the inventory changes are properly
calculated in records

 If trading labor expenses, etc. make sure to explain

this in your application

Proficiency Award Tips
LEARNING OUTCOMES AND/OR EFFICIENCY
FACTORS
 Strongly suggest having five (5) listed. Be sure all relate

to the specific proficiency area
 Entrepreneurship areas- Be sure to use efficiency factors

(such as- Feed Efficiency, Rate of Gain, Yield per Acre,
Cost per Acre, etc.). Be very specific and detailed in
explanations
 Placement areas - Use only learning outcomes. Be very

specific as to what was actually learned

Proficiency Award Tips
Career Pathway
 All career pathways, i.e., AFNR Pathways, are listed

in the Proficiency Award Handbook (Page 11)

Proficiency Award Tips
Take photos throughout the year!
• Change shirts/caps

• When possible, use caps/jackets with FFA logo
• Move closer to your subject when possible –

close-ups are better than distant shots

Proficiency Award Tips
PHOTOS
 Do not use wording in captions like "In this photo I am…"

or "Here is a picture of me …" Photos should help
document the SAE by showing a skill, something unique
about the project, etc. Use photos and captions as an
extension of the skills, competencies and knowledge
section.

 Higher-level skills are preferred to be depicted. For

example, additional research collecting and analyzing data
to solve a problem.

 Only one photo per page. Do not photoshop or try to

combine multiple photos on a page

Photo Tips
 In the application:
 Don’t Say “This is a photo of…” The judges know it is a

photo.

 Use action oriented captions:“Pruning shrubs will

increase…”

 Do not show unsafe facilities or practices in photos

(e.g., not wearing safety goggles while repairing
equipment).

Proficiency Award Tips
PERSONAL PAGE
 Use to enhance the application and highlight

something different/unique about the SAE and the Ag
Ed/FFA activities that directly relate to the specific
proficiency area.

 Suggestion- Type "Personal Page" on top of this page

to clarify it is the "one page-one side only" personal
page.

 Personal page can include 2nd reference letter and

additional small photos with short captions

Personal Page
 Use to enhance your application and highlight

something different about your SAE and your
activities

 A popular way to use the personal page is to

provide 3-4 new pictures with captions that detail
different phases of your SAE than were highlighted
in your caption photos

 Other examples:
 Advertisement for your business
 Business Cards

 Large/important contracts

Proficiency Award Tips
FINAL THOUGHTS


Have additional people double check spelling, grammar, and
punctuation.



Be sure to print entire application at one time, so all pages have same
version #, date, and time stamp! If a change is made on any page,
the entire application must be reprinted! This does not apply to cover
page, photo pages, letter of recommendation, or personal page.



Triple check that info typed into on-line application is not cut off
when the application is printed!



Watch maximum number of characters allowed to be typed in a
space (Edit to stay below maximum allowed).



Be sure all signatures are present and checklist shows as all 'MET'!

